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The College Life
section features the
"Today" show's fifth
"Destination Wedding" couple.

Page 11
The Sports section
highlights the women's soccer team and
Theresa
Reedy's
record-breaking perTuesday.
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Same-sex marriage issue on state ballot
M e lissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoync@thenews.org

In November, Kentucky
and six other state governments are tnking the issue
of same-sex marriage to the
voters.
Kentucky,
Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi. Missouri, Oklahoma and Utah
will consider an amendment defining marriage as a
union between one man

and one woman to their
states'
constitution.
According to www.kentucky.gov, if approved in
Kentucky, the amendment
will take effect immediately.
Alliance
President
Stephanie Wells said, if the
amendment passes, it will
take more than 25 years to
reverse its damaging effects
on equal rights. She said
most homosexuals simply
want basic rights.

"Most homosexuals don't
want to get married in what
most heterosexuals consider a normal marriage," said
Wells, senior from Owensboro. "The major concern is
rights. I personally would
be satisfied with civil
unions to strictly get the
rights and privileges as far
as politics are concerned."
Wells said two common
arguments she hears in
favor of the amendment's
passage arc that same-sex

marriage degrades the institution of marriage and it is
detrimental to society.
However. Wells says she
does not understand these
feelings.
"The argument I would
give back to those (individuals) is that homosexuals
aren't looking to, in any
way, shape or form, disrupt
the dignity of marriage or
the institute of marriage,"
she said. "Going back to the
religious thing, it's really

about rights and has nothing to do with religion.''
Alliance lobbied in Frankfort twice last year, and
Wells said she attended one
of the events. The group
spoke to legislators about
harassment in schools and
the amendment.
Wells said every year
Alliance holds a letter-writing campaign at meetings to

see LOCAL /3

New look, new life

Enrollment
Increases
from 2003
•

Adam L. M a this
Assistant News Editor
arnathis@thencws.org

The academic year started with
another increase in Murray State's
enrollment.
Jim Vaughan, assistant vice president for Enrollment Management,
said the University is projected,
based on current data. to have a 2
percent overall enrollment increase,
which would push the enrollment
up to approximately 10,300.
"That's about where we want it to
be,'' Vaughan said. "The growth
needs to be planned, progressive
and sustainable with available
resources."
Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said the increase is
positive when the decreasing high
school graduation rates and budget
cuts are considered.
Vaughan said estimates indicate a
4 percent decline in incoming freshman, a 5 percent increase in graduate students, a slight increase in
African-American students and a 10
percent increase in undergraduate
transfer students.
The rise in transfer students, said
John Yates, dean of continuing education, can be attributed to the Higher Education Reform Act of 1997 in
Kentucky, which encouraged students to use community colleges as
the ''point of entry" for higher education.
Most of these students arc on the
satellite campuses operated by Murray State, Yates said.
"It also means that a lot of them do
not have to take our university studies program," Yates said.
As a result of the new Tennessee
lottery scholarship, Vaughan said
estimates indicate a decline in students from Tennessee by 29 percent.
Robcrtsun said this draws away
many of the Tennessee students
who do not qualify for University
st:holarships.
"It's hard to counter those lottery
scholarships," Robertson said.
As is usually the case at the first of
the year, David Wilson, interim
director of Housing, said no one is
given a private room in the residential colleges except those with a
physical need and some rooms actually house extra individuals. As students drop out. the residents are
moved to utilize the extra space.
Wilson said the residential colleges' capacity changes every year,
determined by how many students
are granted single residency based
on physical needs. This year, the
capacity is approximately 3,000,
slightly up from last year.
"This year, we just had less (physical requests for private .rooms) than
we did last year," Wilson said.
Final enrollment figures will be
released to the Council for Post-Secondary Education at the end of
October.
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Junichi Yamashita, graduate student
Saltama, Japan, relaxes on a new couch in Waterfield Library on Tuesday while he listens t o music and reads the textbook for one of his journalism and mass communication classes.

Library updates help increase student use
year students are finding part of the first step in a
the new additions and · three-phase renovation
Staff Writer
cacree@thenews.org
renovations to the library project to take place in
inv1tmg for research, the library over the next
Waterfield Library is study and relaxation.
several years, University
the center of activity as
The changes to the frrst President F. King Alexan·
many returning and first- level of the library are der said.
"Phase one was initiated to get our students and
faculty back into the
library," Alexander said.
While a negative evaluation
of Waterfield
Library by the Southern
Association of Colleges
and Schools last spring
jump-started the current
r enovations,
Laurene
Zaporozhetz, dean of
University libraries, said
other factors had a great
influence on the renovaStudents work on a timeline for a project in their tions that occurred over
the summer.
Theater 104 class in the library.

Charissa Acree

"Alexander was very
concerned that the library
was not inviting students
and had visions for its
renovation even before I
was hired as dean (of
libraries)," Zaporozhetz
said. "Also. a student survey conducted last year
indicated that students
wanted things like better
lighting, more computers,
comfortable seating and a
wider variety of food in
the cafe in the library.''
Changes in the first
phase include new carpet,
wooden floors and new
couches and chairs in
study and lounge areas.
Zaporozhetz said a new
welcome/information
desk to be located in the
center of the first floor of

the library as well as new
tables and chairs will
arrive in two to three
weeks.
Other new additions
will include a self checkout machine that features
several foreign languages.
Zaporozhetz said. She
said a World News Center located near the reference section allows students access to newspapers from around the
world.
Zaporozhetz said the
response to the renovations has been overwhelming, and the University is very pleased

see RENOVATIONS
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U.S. goveniment names Murray State as a terrorist target
Carrie Pond
Staff Writer
cpond@thenews.org

Murray State qualified for
many federal security grants
after the U.S. government
named it a possible target area
for terrorists.
University President F. King
Alexander said two other target
areas in western Kentucky are
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant and the Westlake Chemical
Corp. in Calvert City.
Alexander said identifying
Murray State as a terrorist target
area is not very surprising.

"We have events here where
s ignificant numbers of people
gather to attend, which raises
concerns about single-issue terrorism," he said. "Second, we're
an institution w he re roughly
10,000 people a day congregate.
Third, we're like most strong
universities; we have many students and fac ulty from diverse
origins that come to our campus
from throughout the world."
After Sept. ll, 2001, legislation
was passed under the Homeland
Security Act to help increase target areas' security.
Faculty Regent Terry Strieter
said although the government

identified the University as a
possible terrorist target, the
chance of an attack at Murray
State is minimal.
"Being in western Kentucky,
we're probably pretty low on the
totem pole (for terrorists)," he
said. "But if you're out in weste rn Kentucky looking for a possible target, you may pick Murray."
Public Safety Capt. Larry
Nixon said there are two categories of terrorism: domestic
and international.
''We have (used) the grants for
equipment and resources that
would enhance our ability to

handle a possible terrorist situation," Nixon said. "We're more
likely to see domestic terrorism
from homegrown, radical groups
that form in the United States.
We would (be more likely to)
face that more than something
like New York City experienced.''
Nixon said Public Safety has
increased officer training without the aid of federal grants the
University has received.
Said Nixon: "The funding we
have now is geared toward
increasing
resources
for
response to acts of terrorism, or
in fact, any acts of violence."
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Renovations transform library atmosphere
From Pagel
with the student and faculty
response
received.
Zaporozhetz also believes
the number of students utilizing the library is much
higher.
Josh Wood, sophomore
from Puryear, Tenn., said
he spent time in the library
every day last year, and
although he is impressed by
the renovations to the
library he misses some of
the areas where he used to
study.
"I like the new chairs,
they are very comfortable,"
Woods said. "But last year, I
would come into the library
to drink coffee and study,
and the tables were convenient when you needed to
study."
However, Wood noticed
an increase of students utilizing the new aspects of

the library.
"The computer lab is
always packed, though,"
Wood said. "It seems like
there are a lot more students in here using it. And I
think once the new tables
and chairs arrive it will
probably be a little bit easier to study."
Jessica Lively, freshman
from Eldorado, lll., said the
library provides a comfortable atmosphere for students.
"I thought (the library)
was pretty large and overwhelming the flrst time I
saw it, because I'm from a
small town," she said.
Alexander said he periodically checks in at the
libriry to see how it is
being utilized.
"When I jog through campus now, I always stop at
the library to assess its
usage as we complete our

phase one renovations," he takes to complete it
said. "I do this at different depends largely on the
times of the day and architects and what we
evening, and what appears want to do."
to be happening, during my
Renovations will continunscheduled visits, is that ue throughout tlle school
our students are using the year, with an effort to dislibrary, using the new tech- turb students as little as
nology and appear to be possible, Zaporozhetz said.
much more comfortable Winter and summer breaks
working and relaxing in the will provide windows of
library."
opportunity for work to be
Zaporozhetz said the flrst completed. She also comphase of the renovations mended Information Techwas paid for by a faculty nology for their work to
and staff fund-raiser headed install the "new computers.
by Alexander last year. She
Brad Johnson, freshman
said the last two phases from Murray, said he visitwill be completed as money ed the library several times
becomes available.
before he began attending
"Other renovations over Murray State.
the years include compact
"The library is a good
shelving to add more room, atmosphere for studying,"
additional tables, rooms for Johnson said. "I was really
small group studies, more impressed because everyfurniture and electrical out- thing is reall~ nice ... It's a
lets," she said. "The cost of lot better compared to
the project and the time it before."

WP.sley Deer/guest

Soyeon Kim and Jeeyon Park, juniors from South
Korea, get comfortable for an afternoon of reading.

..

Local pastors, Alliance members discuss effects of proposed amendment
From Pagel

,.,

address issues before the
legislators, but they are discussing lobbying in Frankfort before the election.
Alliance often coordinates
with the Kentucky Fairness
Alliance on lobbying.
'We will probably lobby
before we have another letter-writing party because at
this point letters are not as
effective or necessary as
lobbying would be," Wells
said.
Other plans the group has
to inform voters of the
amendment, are posting
fiiers and writing articles

b·

for various newspapers,
Wells said.
Chad Foster, pastor of
Immanuel
Lutheran
Church, said he supports
the amendment, and his
congregation changed its
policies in 2003 to defme
marriage as a union
between one man and one
woman.
"I do think that the marriage bond is sacred, and it's
a foundational block of
society, and there's a slippery slope if we are just
going to deflne marriage as
two people who love each
other and want to be married, then where does it

stop?" Foster asked.
Foster said he is also
opposed to civil unions
because it is watering down
the definition of marriage
and will eventually lead to
accepting unions as marriages. He said homosexual
couples should have visitation rights in hospitals,
though.
"As far as homosexual
couples having the right to
visit their significant others
in the hospital, I think they
should," Foster said.
Aaron Butler, freshman
from Owensboro, said the
amendment's proposal is
against the country's found-

ing belief in a separation of
church and state.
"It has no real reason to
be on the ballot," Butler
said. "I personally believe
it's an attempt by the Kentucky legislature to introduce Christianity into the
government, and that's a
clear violation of church
and state. It's not just
homosexuals who should
be worried, but anyone who
cares about separation of
church and state."
Butler said he believes
members of the voting public will educate themselves
about tlle amendment and
realize why it is appearing

VISIT thenews,.
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driving a car is a privilege,
and there are certain
requirements that must be
met to drive a car, there are
certain requirements that
must be met to be married."
Richardson said permitting same-sex couples to
marry is like society giving
its approval of the ir
lifestyle.
''People have the right to
do with their relationships
and their bodies as they
choose, but they do not
have the righ_t to make
everyone else condone it,"
he said. "It is o ne thing to
be tolerant and another to
change your own opinions."

Coo rdinator·.. \1 '\IS P r·ogr·am. TRIO/ l :pwanl
Bound -Math and Sdt.· nlT. Mul't'ay Stat<: l :nin·r·sity. Position to hegin Octoher· lOO.:!.

Want to uetlnvolved In the
2004 Presidential ElectlonP
{~ 1

on the ballot. He lobbied in
Frankfort last year specifically against the amendment.
"Any intelligent person is
going to realize this is just a
conservative agenda trying
to place fundamentalist law
into their bills and trying to
perpetuate a more Christian state," he said.
Michael Richardson, pastor of Harvestland Ministries, said marriage is the
family's base, and privileges
are granted to families to
encourage them.
"Marriage is not a right;
marriage is a privilege,"
Richardson said. "Just like

Next Meeting:
Wed. Sept. 22

Q ualifications: Bachelor's degree in math , science ,
computer science, health sciences, agriculture or
engineering with two years experience in degree field
requ ired . Master's degree in counseling , education .
human services, communications or related field
preferred . Must havc...,experience \vorking with lo\\
income first generation students . Experience working:
with secondary students, parents. and high school
personnel needed. Must have knowledge or college
admissions, academic requirements, the financial aid
process and web pa~ design . Excellent oral and written
communication skills and time management skills
required.
Responsibilities: Plan workshops and activities during
the summer program component. Conducts bi monthly
school visits and college preparation workshops .
Administers mentoring program, publishes monthly
newsletter, and maintains web page. Evening and
weekend work required during the sh-week residential
summer program , and occasionally through out the year.

Application deadline: September 24, 200-1.

5 p.m.
To apply : Send letter ot application , resume and names
of three professional references to: Doris Clarli:-Parham,
Director of AIMS Program.Murray Stale L niversity , 303
Ordway Hall, Murray, KY 42071 . AI\{S is a program 6f
the U .S. Department of Education .
•

Room 506
Faculty Hall

(270) 436·5566

Women and minorities are encouraged to apply . ~furray
State Univ.ersity is and equal education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Eli:t..abeth Cawdn
Phone: 762-4468

New IFC party rules necessary
oUR vmw:

Fire codes keep student party-goers safe

Issue:

1\R£ You FoLKS

THE INTERFRATERNITY

Are the new fraternity
party regulations
necessary?
"I would say yes.
since rm an
Occupational
Safety and Health
major and regulations are enforced
for everyone's
safety."

THE
UNIVERSITY

RECENTLY
IMPLEMENTED
STRICTER

RULES FOR
FRATERNITY
PARTIES,
SPECIFICALLY
IN TERMS OF

Jmelle DeCourcey

FIRE CODES AS
THEY APPLY TO

Junior. &11/evll/e, Ill.

THE MAXIMUM

"We're college
students. 'Let's
get our guest list
ready' isn't what
we're thinking."

ON THE ltsT?.

COUNCIL OF

LEGAL
OCCUPANCY OF
FRATERNITY
HOUSES.

Position:

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
GREEKS HAVE
, "The Murray State News". The
EXPRESSED
editorial board is comprised of
DISPLEASURE
all section editors.
WITH THE NEW
With the onset of a new school
RULES, THE
year comes changes on a univerUNIVERSITY
sity campus - changing faces,
AND THE
changing classes, changing fees.
INTERFRATERThis fall, Murray State's Greek
NITY COUNCIL
commun.\.ty experienced another change with the implementation of stricter party rules by
the Interfraternity Council,
under the guidance of University officials. The most notable of
the changes is the enforcement
of fire codes at functions held at
fraternity houses. Additionally,
guests will be required to wear
wrist bands denoting their legal
drinking age.
It often seems the only headlines about fraternities are tragic or scandalous. Most recently,
a fire at the Alpha Tau Omega
house at the University of Mississippi took the lives of three
brothers, and just a few days
later, a college woman was
found dead in the Sigma Pi
house at Colorado State University, possibly from alcohol poisoning.
The only thing newsworthy
about these organizations is, it
seems, when they make mistakes. So, why not take every
WHILE MANY

"No, there arc
already too many
rcgu lations."

BJilyCrme
freshman, Louiml/e

"Frat parties arc

stupid with the
regulations or
without them."

CJPerriott
IUHIIor, 86/IZII

~y
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2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu '
Fax: 762-3175

Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Melissa Kilcoy ne
News Editor • 762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Heather Bryant
' College Life Editor • 762-4468

•Your Opinio11
Artist's lyrics deeper
than foul language
To the Editor:

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Online Editor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762-4468

Tonya Wlrgau
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for Information.
Our goal Is to present that Information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students Interested In journalism or other fields relating to
the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from cen·
sorshlp and advance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News• Is prepared and
edtted by students and Is an official publication
of Murray State Umversity, The first copy of
"The Murray State News· Is free., Additional
copies are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

possible precaution to ensure
these mistakes never occur?
Although the reaction from
the Greek community has been
less than ecstatic, the regulations are being implemented for
the safety of students.
All campus buildings are
required to be inspected for fire
safety, and the University must
adhere to the rules of maximum
occupancy. The. University does
what it can to keep students safe
on campus, and now is simply
taking the proper steps to
ensure students are also safe off
campus.
Although the frre at Ole Miss
happened while the brothers
who resided in the ATO house
were sleeping, it could just as
easily have started during a
party. Imagine how different
the death toll would have been
if the house had been packed
full of party-goers, unable to
find a proper exit in the panic
and rush of people. Perhaps
then the complaints about the
stricter regulations would be
fewer.
Regulations are put into place
for the well-being of everyone.
It is understandable the fraternities wouldn't be entirely supportive of the new regulations,
as they force the brothers to create guest lists in line with the

I would like to make a few
comments in reference to the
letter about Kanye West's lyrics.
It is true that West has a lot of
cussing on his album. But if you
look deeper into the "College
Dropout" album, you will sec
West has many valid points
about life. West has songs on his
album that deal a lot with deception and how we, as people, do
things for the physical and material and not the spiritual and
mental. You can see this in songs
like "All Falls Down", "Jesus
Walks", and "Kanye's Workout
Plan".
Also, I would like to ask the
woman if she heard the album
and did not listen to it. It's funny
that all she talked .about was the
cussing in the album. Just a few
words of advice to the woman
from Paris, Tenn. The next time
you want to criticize an artist for
words on their album, listen to it,
think outside the box about what

maximum number of guests
allowed in their houses.
Murray State's Panhellenic
Council sets quota for the sororities on campus at 90 members.
With five sororities at a possible
90 members each, there are
close to 450 Greek women on
campus who could feasibly be
invited to a fraternity event. The
ATO house's maximum occupancy limit is the highest at 343
people, still more than 100 people short of covering only the
females in the Greek community, not to mention male and
female non-Greeks. The Sigma
Phi Epsilon house has the lowest limit at 120 guests.
The two issues that shoula be
placed on the golden scale by
fraternities are the value of their
safety and lives or the size of
their parties. What will be more
important when you accept
your Murray State degree - that
you partied the hardest during
your college career or that you
lived to tell about it?
Sig Ep President John Luttrell
said though he understands the
frustration students have about
the rules, ultimately it will be
for the best.
"I think it's great that the University is taking a proactive role
in trying to protect themselves
and us."

5

they are saying and then form
your opinions. If you had listened deeply, you would have
seen it .is a positive hip hop
album, beyond the cussing.
After all, Kanye is not the only
artist to perform at Murray State
with cussing in his lyrics. All I'm
saying is, next time, think harder
and do your homework.
LaMonica Hunt
Paducah
Senior

Editorial falls to hit
on campus' needs
To the Editor:
As far as the Sept. 10 editorial,
"Upgrades improve campus life"
1 am puzzled as to what Matrix
you are walking under?
I am a nontraditional graduate
student originally from the
metro-Detroit suburbs. I very
much like the people, town and
Murray State programs. But it
only took me a month to figure
out most people here are familyand home-oriented. Most of the

kids who leave on weekends
return to towns smaller than
Murray. They go home to see
their family, childhood friends
and high school sweethearts.
Most of their towns don't even
have a Super Wal-Mart or close
access to city-life vices.
Murray and this region may
never have a true vice-filled bigcity night life and clubs, as there
is a strong evangelical-Christian
conservative movement here to
oppose it. Nothing wrong with
that, as I am older and had my
fill of night life years ago. Here,
you trade off for the safety and
low crime rate.
I predict, the new. wellness
center will be full and busy the
first few months of operation,
and tht.'ll it will drop off.
Which brings me to another
concern, if there isn't enough
parking by the stadium for graduations and games now, where
will the new additional wcllness
center visitors park?
Having attended Eastern
Michigan University (30,000
students) as an undergraduate,
and taking a class at University
of Michigan (50.000 students), I

WiiP"M H a;,

can say Murray State's campus
has almost t!qual the amount of
acreage and possibly more aesthetic beauty.
Hmvever, the main library is
like a third-rate city branch and
technology sl'rvices, training
and equipment are about 10
years behind.
Is it really more important to
have pretty landscape and
impressive buildings than to
have valued staff and up-to-date
equipment inside them?
Greg LaLiberte
graduate student
Brighton, Mich.
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Campus becomes cesspool of debauchery
In My
Opinion

Chris
Cox
''I'M SURE
YOU ARE JUST
AS AGHAST
AS I WAS TO
DISCOVER
NOT ALL
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
ARE LAWABIDING."

The following is an open
letter to my mother.

just as corrupt. While I find year-old I stubbed my toe
a Friday night session of and yelled "damn" (washWhile I appreciate the checkers and Frank Capra ing my mouth out with soap
years you and dad spent films with you and father to and sending me to bed
scrimping and saving to be the pinnacle of social without your delicious
provide me with a higher interaction, the bulk of stu- green bean casserole was
education, I must take is~ue dents here carry an inclina- due punishment).
A like-minded mother
with the current state of tion toward imbibing bevaffairs at my institution.
erages with each other - wrote to the college newsUnbeknownst to you, this spirited beverages nonethe- paper, revealing the nasty
place is not the iconic less! Most shocking of all is nature of Mr. West's lyrics,
forum for intellect you had that many of these people and, as I was flabbergasted.
surmised. Rather, it is a are not oflegal age to ingest to learn, outlining the uni·
cesspool of moral corrup- such toxins. That's right versity's permission for the
tion and debauched behav- mother, I'm sure you ·are rapper to perform here on
ior.
just as aghast as I was to campus!
For example, my peers discover not all college stuThank goodness the
seem devoid of what con- dents are law-abiding woman made the same wise
stitutes worthwhile enter- (some even drive 30 mph in decision you did - to undertainment. While I treat a 25 mph zone).
mine my ability to choose a
Most disturbing of all is college on my own, and
myself to a hearty evening
of Oreos, milk and "The the music of choice for this rely on outdated morals to
Waltons", many of my fel- ilk. Elvis Presley and his dictate which college
low students seem content gyrating hips were bad would suit me best. After
to involve themselves with enough, The Who and its all, just because I am a legal
the exploits of six "friends" reckless disregard for musi- adult is no reason for you to
who not only drink from cal instruments and hotel treat me as such.
This is why I am glad you
the same coffee cup, but rooms were worse, but this
also cohabitate and (brace Kanye West character has went a step further and
yourself) experience carnal crossed all lines of decency. chose a major for me - Engknowledge of each other!
His songs are rife with lish. As we both know,
The communal habits of obscenities, some much there is no adultery, lust,
these soulless wonders are worse than the time as a 17- murder
or
otherwise

g
~~

immoral behavior in any
Shakespearean play or J.D.
Salinger novel.
In conclusion, mother, I
am delighted you have laid
groundwork for me that
will ensure my collegiate
solidarity and a daft notion
of the real world. However,
as this institution does not
conform to our standard of
morality, I must ask that
you grant me permission to
transfer. I hear Utah has
some nice schools, and I'm
sure Kayne West will never
rear his ugly bead on a campus of unshakable ethics.
No, I think he is best suited to pander to the "stupid
fools" who are completely
out of touch with what an
otherwise reputable culture
we college students inhabit.

Fashion victims
not alone
in time warp

If you have ever been to Wal-Mart
on a Saturday - or any day of the week
for that matter - you've seen them.
The women are dressed to the nines
in stirrup pants, oversized shirts,
scrunChies, crimped hair and paintby-number make-up. Their jeans are
tapered, pleated and acid-washed, and
their Keds are made
for walking.
In the past I've
always been quick to
poke fun at this fashion-challenged
group, stuck in a
time warp of their
own creation. Do
they not look in the
mirror? Clearly if I
see these poor peoYours in unrelenting love,
ple on a regular lliilii•lil
Christopher
basis wandering the Elizabeth
aisle-s of Wal-Mart,
they do go out in Cawein
Chris Cox is a journalism public. Do they not look around? Can
and mass communications they not see?
Compared to others around them,
graduate student from
they appear to be aliens to popular
Owensboro.
culture, descended straight from the
planet 1987 in the galaxy of Bad Taste.
I've always enjoyed the time I spent
playing hostess on my own version of
"What Not to Wear", picking apart
their every fashion faui-pas or choice
of miserably unflattering garments.
This was until recently, when I realized these fashion disasters and I have
IV1su
a common bond.
The main reason many of the time
warped dress the way they do is
because tliey are holding on to what
t:{~
was high-style when they were in high
school and college. They have since
left an environment in which clothing
choices are critical to one's personal
2.-~y,
social survival and thus held on to
"
what they knew - acid washed jeans,
Bon Jovi tee shirts and scrunchies.
I, too, have a similar problem.
Some would call my love for the late
'80s/early '90s teen sitcom "Saved by
llie Bell" an obsession. Some would
call it a habit, an addiction. To most, it
is my personal time warp. The '80s
ladies have their fashion time warp,
and I have my television time warp.
I own several seasons of the classic
show on DVD and have the ability to
recall random episodes at will, filling
in all details of the plot. I am a master
of SBTB trivia, and a member of several Web sites devoted to the show. I
own a boodie that says "I Love Zack
Morris", and aT-shirt expressing similar feelings for Screech Powers.
have been nice for a change that TV did everything I
to just sit down and talk could've done for them, but 1 SBTB is my favorite guide to
teenage life. It deals with any problem
with your mom about mun- a 100 times better!" Right.
you can imagine encountering in the
dane things, such as the
I know this sounds sappy,
big, scary world of high school or
weather? Won't it be nice but material goods are
higher
education.
to sit back when you're old worthless in the end, as posHave
a friend on caffeine uppers?
and gray and know you had sessions are only possesFall
in
love
with the school nurse? Get
a moment of connection sions and money is only a
in
an
elevator during an earthstuck
with someone who helped piece of paper to which the
quake
with
your
principal's pregnant
bring you into this world? human race adds worth.
wife?
There
are
episodes
of SBTB for
Sure, that phone call costs Simple human contact is
all
these
real-life
situations.
money, but in the long run where it's at in the long run,
Just as I love SBTB, so must the '80s
what was gained from it is and not just the kind you
ladies
love their scrunchies and legpriceless. Dinner with yoqr get after drinking on a Frigings. The show reminds me of a simfamily is even better, all it day night. Every time somepler time, a time when Zack Morris
would cost is the food con- one tries to sell you somewas the only man in my life and my
sumed and the time spent thing, they're only trying to
biggest stress factor was how quickly
bonding with those you earn money to buy someI could get home to watch the show.
love.
thing they don't need either.
Leggings, acid-washed jeans, overYou could work your tail So just don't buy it for a
sized sweaters - they all probably take
off and have the coolest car change. Break the chain, be
these women back to their glory days.
in the dorm circle, complete a trendsetter and be happy
Just as I feel I'm watching each
with a system that makes with living and not with Old
episode of SBTB for the first time, the
everyone wet the bed when Navy jeans adorning your
'80s
ladies must feel similarly about
4
you start your car, but you posterior.
their clothing.
don't need it, despite what
Oh, and when you call
When they slide into those pleated,
the sales industry tells you. your mama after reading
high-waisted, acid-washed jeans and
The money you spent on thls (and I know some of
pull their hair into a scrunchie, they
your ride can't buy back you will), tell her I said
are no longer burdened with the realyour mother or father once hello. Trust me, she'll thank
ities of adulthood.
they're gone. How many you.
They are the hottest thing to hit the
people, when they're old,
class of 1987 since moonwalking at
say "I'm so glad I bought
the senior prom.
that new TV when I was 30
instead of spending time Heidi Taylor is a senior EngElizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
with my children when they lish education major from
for "The Murray State News" and can be
were growing up! I mean, Central City.
contacted at ecawein@murraystate.edu..
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Material things replace personal relationships
In My
Opinion

Heidi
Taylor
"WHY IS IT
IN OUR
SOCIETY
CLOTHES,
CARS AND

BIG HOUSES
WITH ROOMS
YOU NEVER
USE
ARE THE

WAY TO
BUSS?"

However, I'm not talking
I was watching TV the
other day and this irritating about going without the
commercial came on from things you do need, such as
Old Navy. You know which food, clothing or paying
one I'm talking about, with . your college tuition and
the kid who jumps up and buying textbooks. No one
cries "Mow the lawn! I get should starve to death,
to mow the lawn!", acting as unless you're into hallucinaif it were the greatest thing tion without the drugs, and
in the world. The advertise- no one wants to see a ranment goes on to tell you this dom naked person walking
kid is so elated because he's to class because they
wearing Old Navy blue haven't done laundry in six
jeans. and you should go weeks and everything they
out and buy a pair too.
have is a little bit ripe. You
Now, while I find mowing know who you are. While
the lawn entirely hedonistic some would argue going to
(complete with allergy hell college is an option, who
that follows), I highly doubt wants to eat Ramen Noothe way to pure happiness dles and live paycheck to
is through a pair of jeans.
paycheck the rest of their
Why is it in our society lives?
When was the last time
clothes, cars and big houses
with rooms you never use you called your parents?
are the way to bliss? Why is When was the last time you
it we can't find happiness in sat down to dinner with
the small things, such as your family and just chatted
family, friends or a good, about what you did that day
old fashioned conversation instead of carrying out
over coffee and cigarettes something from McDonalds
down at the Log? And yes, and blankly staring at the
that coffee and those ciga- TV by yourself? This is
rettes are entirely optional, aside from major holidays
for all of you nicotine/caf- where one is forced to see
feine addicts out there, one's entire family and get
despite what your addiction into that good, traditional
family fight. Wouldn't it
may think.

ThiDgs to do pret parent's weekend

horse's
I

..

mouth...

During the year, the residential colleges often offer
prograt_nming for their residents, using (atchy slogans
and titles in an attempt to
gain higher attendance.
With parent's weekend
fast approaching, however.
we thought it wise to
remove some of the signs
seen recently on campus.

We wouldn't want to
scare mommy and daddy.
•For programs in Eliza. .
beth College: "How l:fiP?..
with the subtext "marijuana
sniffing" and ..dru.nlten
vision" and a separate flier
for '"Let's Talk About Sex".
•In Clark College. fliers
advertised an event called
"The Condom Olympics".
More fliers plastering the
breezeway simply read
"Sex,.;

•More tUn from Elizabeth
College, this time on the
door of the fourth floor
bathroom (a men's floor)t a
sheet of paper with the title
"Log, your log". The fourth
floor residents have indeed
responded to the quecy.
Faculty Hall might need a
little tidying pp, as well.
•On a first-floor bulletin
board near the elevators:
"The Vibrators.. in large
pink lettering, advertising

-~-~·------'

an upcoming concert.
mond
College
roping
And of course. we can't passers-by like cattle, possiforget all those pesky
Kanye
West
posters.
Maybe if we get them down
in time our parents will
never know we went to lis~
ten to that filthy rap music.
Of course, we cannot
overlook those st~dents
who might need to be temporarily removed, as well.
This week a male student
was spotted in front of Rich-

bly against their will.
I guess that's what happens when pets are outlawed in the residential colleges - herding his fish just
wasn't the same.

Seen something humoro~.
confusing or outraging on
campusl Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
horse's
m()uth"
to
ecawein@thenews,org.

-6
Charissa Acree
Staff Writer
cacree@thenews.org

You should kno~
the answer to
this question:

The new parking lot
where Carlin's previously stood is presenting
possible safety issues
that need to be resolved.
John Dillon, professor
of journalism and mass
~ommunica t ion, raised
several concerns for the
safety of students utilizing the parking lot, at
Five Points, at this month's Faculty Senate meeting.
"Five Points is already
a very busy intersection,"
Dillon said. "Adding the
new parking lot has made
the area even busier and
congested, and students
tend to cross the street
wherever they want!'
University President F.
King Alexander said studeJ}t safety is a top priority.
"We work closely with
Public Safety so that any
problems that are generated through Five Points
can be rectified swiftly
and for the safety of our

Can you name tltree of
the five rights guaranteed
by the first amendment to
the U.S. Constitution?
cccongress shall make no law
respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or
the right of the people
peaceably to.assemble, and
to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances."

What you thought:
"Freedom of speech, wow,
you got me a blank, right to
bear arms and right to assemble."
Eric Luellen
sophomore from
Portageville, Mo.

1,..:;

•

Correct answers: 5
Wrong answers: 10

Michael Mdnurine/The News

Vehicles pass at the Five Points intersection around S p.m. Wednesday.
traffic to cross the street restaurant's parking lot IT building," Lovett said.
at the crosswalk."
before it burned because "Traffic usually isn't that
Leigh West, sopho- the lot's location was bad."
more from Hopkinsville, convenient.
DeVoss said University
said Tuesday was her
"I have most of my Police will continue to
first day to park in the classes at the IT build- monitor traffic in the
new lot. She said it is a ing,'' he said. "But it's area around the new
nice addition.
pretty hard to find a parking lot and Five
"It's not very close to parking space there now. Points.
where I need to go for The first two weeks of
"It is important to
class," West said. "But it's school were pretty bad, remind students to cr oss
really convenient for stu- but now there are a few all streets on campus in
dents who need to go to more spaces."
the marked crosswalks,"
the (Industry and TechHowever, Lovett said DeVoss said. "We have
nology) building."
he does not usc the cross- issued citations into disKyle Lovett, senior walks.
trict court for motorists
from 'Benton, said he
"I usually cross the who fail to yield to
used to pay Carlin's to street right in front of the pedestrians in a marked
allow him to park in the parking lot to get to the crosswalk."

said. "The strategy being said. "If we are to sustain
used is sound because it our progress and meet our
amathis@thenews.o;.g
allows educators from all goals for 2014 and 2020,
walks of service to help we must act quickly."
After facing financial design a comprehensive
To do this. Jason Keller,
cutbacks because of the strategy for the Common- Fletcher's deputy press
state budget crisis, Gov. wealth of Kentucky."
secretary, said the goverErnie
Fletcher
has
In his presentation to nor and other officials
unveiled a new education Kentucky
educators, will travel around the
initiative.
Fletcher said the state state seeking input.
Fletcher invited educa- needs a new education
"At this point in time,
tors from across the state plan which builds upon that is why he is really
to his mansion, including previous improvements.
wanting to solicit, ideas ·
University President F.
"After a decade of from folks in the educaKing Alexander, to detail reform, and under the tion community," Keller
the plan.
leaderstiip of a new said. "It was a broad
"The governor's plan is administration, Kentucky vision that he outlined, no
more of a process to get to must move to a second specifics have been outa fmal outcome than it is generation of systematic lined at all."
an actual plan," Alexander refinement,"
Alexander said the flexFletcher

Adam L. Mathis

Assistant News Editor

"Three of the rights ... Let's
see, freedom of press, freedom of speech and freedom .
to carry arms. Those are the
only things I can think of
right now."
Robert Tokosh
freshman from Pleasureville
~( I -

students,"
Alexander
said.
David DeVoss, director
of Public Safety, said the
Five Points intersection
is one of the busiest in
Murray, but University
Police have monitored
the flow of traffic.
"There have been no
traffic collisions to investigate since the beginning
of the semester in or
around this new lot,"
DeVoss said. "The drive
created between 16th and
Waldrop
Drive has
allowed t raffic to flow
smoothly."
T he red- and bluezoned parking lot was
purchased in the spring
by the University's foundation and has 100 spaces
for parking. Signs in the
parking lot direct students to utilize crosswalks.
"The advantage (of the
lot) is more parking
spaces within a reasonable distance from academic buildings," DeVoss
said. "An inconvenience
might be waiting for the
light to allow pedestrian

Kentucky's governor introduces new educa~ion initiative

"No, probably not that I
could name right off-hand."
Amiee Buntin
junior from Antioch, Tenn.

~
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University officials monitor new parking lot's safety

Hey!
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ibility and ability to use
input from educators was
the beauty of the plan.
"We've been issued a
charge to help construct a
comprehensive plan that
considers all forms of
education from preschool
to life-long learning,"
Alexander said. "This
places important responsibilities on the shoulders
of educators throughout
the state, and I have no
doubt that this strategy
will benefit all Kentuckians in the long run."
Among other goals,
Keller said, is the establishment of the universi-

tics of Kentucky and
Louisville as two of the
top-20 research institutions by 2020.
While this segment of
the plan includes gathering information on postsecondary education, the
basic portion of it does
not focus on college education, Keller said.
"The
governor
is
absolutely committed to
seeing our state universities ... s ucceed," Keller
said.
He said Fletcher hopes
to unveil more specifics in
his plan before the General Assembly returns.

Sigma Sigma Sigma

REASONS Wf.IY

Z004
Amanda Hoy
Shannon Lynn
Michelle Jones
'
Kelly Martin
Bailey Murphy
Christie Clatterbuck
Shandi Puckett
Savanna Cooper
Kate Quaka
Rebecca Cripps
Amber Ray
Tiffany Fay
Samantha Russell
Randa Gozum
Mandie Sidener
Jenna Hackett
Marianne Stonefield
Marley Hardin
Lindsay Hanvey
Sarah Yeatts
Kristen Alexander
Kellen Allen
Jennifer Badgett
Michelle Banks
Alesha Brown

Congratulations!
We love

JOU

girlS
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24 flOURS
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Murray grad in national spotlight
College Ufe Edito r: l·k'ather Bryant

Phone: 762-4468

Kentucky couple wins dream
wedding on 'Todll;y' show
Heather Bryant

remains strong since day wedding. Cap Juluca in
Anguilla, British West
one,"
Butler said.
College Life editor
He
was
stationed
in
Iraq
Indies,
was selected
hbryant@thcnews.org
for six months and said he Wednesday. Hensley said
Some students only and Hensley were probably she had hoped the wedding
dream of being on national closer to each other when would be at the Biltmore
television, and, at most, he was overseas than most Estate in North Carolina so
they might be on camera couples are who see each more guests would be able
for a couple of seconds on other every day.
to · attend. Katie Couric
the "Today" show while
"Going through · every- countered Hensley's disapholding a poster. However, thing with Nikki (is my pointment with the news
one Murray State graduate, favorite part of this experi- that all of their guests
Roger "Buddy" Butler II, ence),'' he said. "The best would be flown to Cap
.and his fiancee Nikki Hens- part is that we've got to do Juluca courtesy of the ·
ley were selected to win a this together."
"Today" show.
dream
wedding
on
Hensley said all of the
Butler said trying to cross
"Today's"
Destination the streets of New York hosts of "Today" are laid
Wedding series.
gave he and Hensley, both back and make them feel as
"It was a reaction of from Kentucky, trouble comfortable as possible.
excitement and relief because of the chaos and
She said having a family
(when we won)," Butler busy traffic.
with her 5-year-old daughsaid. ''The planning that
"We're a little gun-shy as ter, Addison. and Butler
goes along with (the wed- far as crossing the street," will be a pleasant adjustding) has been lifted off our he said while laughing.
ment.
shoulders."
Butler said he misses the
"Addison and Buddy
Butler graduated in 2000 familiar faces and friends have a cute relationship,"
with a degree in advertis- he knew while attending she said.
ing. He is a Pi Kappa Alpha Murray State.
Darlin' Jeans, the Butler
alumnus and played foot"I miss the atmosphere family restaurant in Midball for the Racers for three and the buddies I haven't way, was where their famiyears.
ly and friends were gathseen in a while," he said.
"It was neat to see behind
He said the smaller class ered when they heard the
the scenes and to meet the sizes and the opportunity announcement they had
people (on the show)," he to get to know the profes- won.
said.
sors are some attributes
"We just about fllled up
Butler, a corporal with that make Murray State the place with family and
the lOlst in Fort Campbell, special.
friends," said Buddy's
and Hensley, a medical
"Education at Murray mother, Debby Butler. "We
receptionist, are traveling State is great but I probably were all jumping and
to New York every week got more discipline and screaming so loud we nearfor
the
Wednesday guidance from when I ly took the roof off."
"Today" segment but still played under Coach (HousShe said she paid little
hl\ve to work before and ton) Nutt,'' he said. "1 still attention to Hensley and
after they make their remember to this day the her son applying for the
appearances on the show.
coaching and motivation he competition because of the
Viewers of the show used.''
number of applicants and
decide everything from the
Butler encourages stu- slim chances of being
location of the wedding to dents to not let money dic- selected.
the honeymoon vacation as tate their career and life
"I started getting excited
well as the rings, bridal choices.
when they made it through
gown and wedding party
"When you graduate the final 100,'' she said.
apparel. Butler said they from college, you don't let "Never in a million years
courtesy of www.army.mil
will know what the choices the road stop there." he would 1 have ever thought Roger ' Buddy' Butler II, 2000 Murray State graduate, and his fiancee Nlldd Hens1
for their wedding are when said.
this would have happened."
ley, appear every Wednesday on the 'Today' show. The couple has won an allthey are announced live on
Hensley, filled out an
Butler said she believes
expense
paid dream wedding, and the ceremony will be held in November. Votthe show.
online application for the her son and Hensley make
ers
choose
every aspect of the wedding from the wedding attire to the rings.
"It's going to be more ''Destination
Wedding" a great cpuple because they
than I could ever dream of series because her friend, always enjoy each other's vision about her wedding." said Butler.
"We welcome Nikki into
providing for Nikki in a and Butler's cousin, Joy, company no matter where
He . said he supports the
Butler said he is excited our family," he said. "We're
wedding," he said.
they are or what they are decisions his son makes about both of his children's looking forward to the
recommended it.
Butler said he believes
"I really never thought doing.
and definitely supported upcoming marriages.
wedding."
the rea~on be and Hensley we'd hear from them
She cannot say enough Buddy's decision to join the
were chosen by the public again," she said.
about how pleased she and Army. Buddy told his father
is because their commitHensley said she is most her husband are with Bud- after Sept.ll, 2001, he want- • College Matrimony: Two recently married
ment to each other is so nervous about the public's dy's education. she said.
ed to help his country and Murray State students deal with adjusting to
visible.
selection of the wedding
"(His Murray State edu- be of service.
life together, juggling classes and jobs on the
"The story that we have gown and is most excited cation)
gave
Buddy
"(Buddy) said, 'I fee l like
and
our
relationship about the location of the tremendous confidence at it's the right thing to do and side. Story on Page 8
going out and looking for the right time to do it,"'
jobs after school," she said.
"He was prepared education wise and he was
blessed socially."
Buddy's father, Roger
Butler, said their son was
fortunate enough to play in
two of the Racers' Ohio ·
Valley Conference championship games while he
attended Murray State.
He also said their daughter Becky is going to get
married in October, but she
is not at all upset by attention being taken away from
her wedding.
courtesy of www.capjuluca.com
"I think she has a really
ThJs location, Cap }uluca in Anguilla, the British great attitude and she is
West Indies, will be where the couple's wedding cer- going to have her perfect
emony takes place. Arrangements for the couple's dream wedding," Butler
said. "It has not blurred her
family and friends to attend will also be made.
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Married life for 2 Murray students challenging, exciting
Couple's relationship strong,
steady through collegiate life
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

In marriage, the ring is
the symbol uniting two parties together in an unending
bond through all the surprises life offers.
Two of Murray State's
students are finding that

Michael Mclaurine/The News

Amber Lemonds reaches
for dishes in the cabinet,
while she cooks dinner.

keeping a positive outlook
and being cooperative are
preparing them to take on
these challenges.
Nick
and
Amber
Lemonds became engaged
during a study abroad program last year.
"We studied abroad in
Segovia, Spain last spring,"
Nick Lemonds, junior from
Murray, said. "We had a
three or four day vacation
(during our study abroad
program)."
Nick said it was then he
went on the hunt for an
engagement ring so he
could pop the question to
Amber. He said it is not traditional to have engagement rings in Spain, so the
task was a daunting one.
"In Segovia he went to all
the stores he could (to fmd
the ring)," Amber Lemonds,
junior from Murray, said.
The couple originally
considered a large, traditional ceremony but said
getting the guests there and
paying for it would have
been too costly. Instead. the
couple was wed May 6 by a

judge in a courthouse.
"I thought it was a very
responsible thing to do for
our situation," Amber said.
Though Nick was happy
with the ceremony, be said
they hope to have a bigger
ceremony in the future.
"We decided to just go
ahead," Nick said. "We are
going to have a ceremony
eventually."
The couple bas been married five months and has
settled into married life on
campus.
"(When you are not married) it is different in the
sense that you have your
own fmances," Nick said.
"You just have yourself to
worry about. You don't
have a wife to do your laundry for you."
Both Nick and Amber are
fu ll-time students with
part-time jobs to help sustain themselves. They said
this load makes it difficult
to spend much quality time
together during the week.
"Always somebody is
coming or going," Amber
said.
Married life during college seems difficult for anyone to endure. However,
the Lemondses remain positive.

Andrew Bredar/guest

Husband and wife Nick and Amber Lemonds, both juniors from Murray, show
Amber's engagement ring, which was purchased in Spain.
"I've always heard that
once you get married it is
all down hill," Nick said. "If
you have that attitude it is
going to be (that way). The
problem is people don't try
hard enough. Each person
has to keep his or her own
dreams but (the couple) has
to work together."
Amber said an important
aspect of learning how to
deal with marriage is
respecting your partner and
trying to see things from his

or her point of view.
"Everyday when you
wake up be grateful for
what you have," Amber
said.
In a nation that has one of
the highest divorce rates in
the world, the couple is not
concerned that such a fate
will befall their own marriage.
"I think people get married too quickly," Amber
said. "They treat it like a
dating relationship."

The couple most definitely did not rush into making
the decision to get married.
The two have known
each other since they were
12 years old and started dating during their freshman
year of high school.
"We get along better now
than when we were
younger," Amber said.
"Once you get to the point
you know this is the person
you want to spend your life
with, you know."

- - - - - - T h i s Week in Entertainment-----•Albums

•Box Office

•Songs

1. Live Like You Were

1. Resident Evil: Apocalypse

1. Goodies

Dying
Tim McGraw

2. Genius Loves Company
Ray Charles

3. BeautlfulJy Human:
Vo1. 2

Jill S.c ott
4. The DEFinition

2. Cellular

•Web site

•DVD

Ciara featu ring
Pablo
2. Lean Back
Terror Squad

Petey

3. Without a Paddle

3.Sunshlne

4.Hero

Lil' Flip featuring Lea

1. The Passion of the 1. The Da Vm ci Code
Christ
Dan Brown

2. Murder List
2.THXD38
3. Outfoxed:
Murdoch's

Julie Garwood

3. T he Five People You
Rupert Meet I n Heaven
Mitch Alom

4. White Hot

4. My Place

S. The Princess Diaries
2: Royal Engagement

Nelly featuring Jaheim

S. Pieces Of Me
Ashlee Simpson

LL Cool J
•
S.Now16
Various Artists

4. Kill Bill: Volume 2

Sandra Brown
S. Angels & Demons
5. Undercovered: rrhe Dan Brown

War on lraq
Source: Associated Press

msnbc.msn.com
Click on the "Today
Throws a Destination
Wedding" link to vote for
2000 Murray State graduate Buddy Butler and
Nikki Hensley's wedding
ring styles. Voters decide
every aspect of the wedding by voting on this
Web site. The winning
wedding destination is
Cap )uluca, Anguilla.

Madden 05'Tourney
COME TEST YOUR SKILLS AT
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w/Zip

TOURNAMENT WILL BE HELD
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SEPTEMBER 22, AT 6:30 p.m.

055 Briefcase
w /Zlp & Divider

BRING A FRIEND AND JOIN
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Available only at
Vintage Rose
303 N. 12th St. • Murray • Located in University Square • 759-2100
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This Week

Big·Apple provides hometown hangout

•Friday
•Ma s t e r 's
Degree AppllcationsDue

•Saturday
of

Roy Stuart Stadium

•Sunday
*Women's SoccerGame
p.m.,
Field

1

Cutchin

•Monday
•Kanye
Concert

West

7:30p.m., RSEC

•Thesday
•cAB Meeting
4:30 p.m., Ohio
Room, Curris Center

•Wednesday
•Blood Drive
· 10 a.m. , to 5 p.m.•
Curris
Center
dance lounge

•Thursday
•Exhibition of
Pogue Library •
8 a.m. to 4 p.m..

Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, sixth floor
Fine Arts.

•Friday
•Mr.
Pageant

MSU

7 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium

•Saturday
•Football Game
6 p.m., Roy Stuart
Stadium

Robert Danielson. "We
do
a much better lunch
Contributing Writer
business, and that helps
us out quite a bit Some
The term "going
people eat here three or
south" was pretty much
four times a week."
coined for the Big Apple
One of the biggest
Cafe, originally opened
changes he has noticed
by Skip Chambers and
is the customers.
Robert Danielson in
"Used to, when we
Puryear, Tenn.
were in Pur year, we
When The Apple
knew everybody that
opened in 1983, Chamcame through the door.
bers said it was "mostly
Now you know about
music, some food," but
half of them," he said.
they slowly added their
When asked what was
now famous Mexican
so special about the
fare to the menu.
restaurant's bean roll,
"We were the
Chambers gave a sly
flrst in the area
look and wagged his flnto really offer
ger.
Mexican
"Ah, that's a secret ...
food,"
he
recipe." he said. "Everysaid . . "Even
one around here tries to
Paducah didduplicate it, but no one
n't really have
our can."
any
Mexican
Over the years, new
business,"
restaurants at the
said Chambers. "So, it dishes have found their
time."
Everything from rock was only natural to way onto the menu.
Danielson's wife, Debi,
'n' roll, blues and rocka- make the move."
The Apple is now has added homemade
billy has been played on
The Apple's stage. In located behind Cheri crawfish ettouffe, jamthe past, some of the Theater at 1005 Arcadia balaya and gumbo. The
great acts have been Circle. The location menu still offers plenty
Jimmy
Hall, Itchy may have changed, but of choices from queBrother, Steve Earle, the recipe for their suc- sadillas to tamales. An
Apple special, "Smoo",
Big Mike Griffln, Dean cess hasn't.
"Business has dou- is a very popular dish. It
Hall, A.C. Reed and
Clarence
Dobbins. bled since we made the is similar to the special
Those Legendary Shack move," said co-owner bean roll, but with the
addition of green chili
sauce.
Some Murray students and residents
choose to enjoy their
dinner in the bar area.
"It's a good place to
hang out, a good hometown place to kind of
relax," said Jonathan
Storms, senior from
Dawson Springs.
There is always a
drink
special being
)anna Tanner/The News
offered. This past MonMurray State students and city residents make day it was $2 vodka
an effort to attend every 'Monday Funday' at with cranberry juice.
the Big Apple.
T he bar was full, with

Chrystal Galloway

First floor, Sparks
Hall

• Festival
Champions
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Shakers, a rockabilly
group that got together
in the mid-'90s, played
many standing-room
only shows at The
Apple, and to show
their love and appreciation for the beloved
venue, wrote a song
called "The Big Apple
Cafe".
When Murray went
"moist" in 2000, it
seemed like the right
time to make the move
from Puryear to Murray.
" (The
people oO
Murray
are, and
always
h ·a v e

)anna Tanner/The News

Jenny Moss (left), from Dyer, Tenn., and Tina Andolina, from Memphis, chat with Skip Chambers co-owner of the Big Apple Monday
night. Chambers says the people of Murray are the focus ofTbe Apple.
many patrons keeping a here the longest. every- ·r oom only."
close eye on the Green body knows us, so they
"Homecoming around
here is manic," ChamBay and Carolina game. all come here."
"Jager bombs are defiThe bar has two dart bers said. "This is
nitely the most popular boards, two Profession- where they all hung out.
shot at the moment," al Golf Association this is where they come
said bartender Boone Championship video to see old friends."
Chambers, referring to games and several TV's
The Big Apple Cafe is
the drink made by drop- tuned to the sport of a fixture in the Murray
community.
ping a shot of Jager- your choice.
Live music every
meister into a glass of
Red Bull.
Thursday night
"The crowd is a good is popular with
mix of people, pretty students, said
much everyone is made the staff. The
to feel welcome," said cover is usually
Skip Chambers. "That's about $5.
the funny thing about
"Band nights
Murray. In a bigger city are really fu n.''
you've got your college said
server
bars. your blue collar Margot Bayer,
bars, your suit and tie senior
from
bars ... but 'here you Fort Mitchell.
don't have that many "It gets pretty
options. We've been crazy, standing

lEON B~&€H

Tanning & S t orage Rental

~~:;:::
Hours

Mon. - nus.
8 a.m. - 9 P.m.
Frt. & Sat.

8 a.m. - 8

P.m.

ClOSed &nliDI

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

~----""'".::;:... 753-3333

753-3853

ewares
*Clothing
*Shoes
*Jewelry
*TEXT BOOKS

972 Ches
Murray,
Next to
Tuesday-Saturday

GET CARDED AT PIZZA HUT.
Murray State University
STUDENT
Todd A.
Riley
119013613333 ISJIUCd: ()()114.'04
Bltthda~t 021211114

fm

II~IIll ~Ill~~\1~111111111m1111111

STUDENT ID SPECIAL
$5.99 Medium 1-Top
OR

$7.99 Large 1-Top

r:..L.-----1

Show us a valid student ID, and get this deal "ALL DAY- EVERY DAY!"

759-4646 • 1113 Chestnut Street
No coupon necessary.Vlfid only at partiCipating locations w•th current nudent ID, Offer expires 12131/04, RY IOll_KY007
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New store broadens community's music market
Stephanie Salmons
Contributing Writer

Janna Tanner/The News

Marlon Johnson, a resident of
Parts, Tenn., examines a five
string bass guitar at Music Zone.

Murray music enthusiasts are
finding the road to melody much
closer than ever before.
Music Zone, a newly opened
business, has guitars, trumpets,
clarinets, trombones, drums,
banjos and some lesser-known
instruments. Until recently, the
musicians and mpsic lovers at
Murray State wishing to purchase or learn to play those
instruments had to travel to
places such as Paducah or Hopkinsville.
This new addition to Murray's
businesses, allows them access
to the products in town.
"Murray was the next logical
market, (because of) close proximity and (the fact that) it is a
growing town," said Reece King,
owner of Music Zorie.
The new store, which opened
approximately two weeks ago. is
located in the Murray Business

Center on 641 North and is the
second store in the chain. Music
Zone began in Paducah as a
school music dealer. It evolved
from there to selling instruments
to the public.
"(The idea for) Music Zone fell
into our lap. Another (music
store) went out of business and
opened up the opportunity," said
King, a former band director
who received a music education
degree from Murray State.
Others associated with the
store also have ties to the University. His wife, Rhonda King,
who does repairs for the store,
and a number of other employees, also hold degrees from Murray State.
King said there are not many
music stores that have employees with music degrees.
"Everyone here has a degree
(concerning) music in some
aspect," said Brian Bedwell, general manager of the Murray
Music Zone.

While the Paducah branch
offers nearly 250 lessons a week,
the Murray branch has yet to
start their lesson programs.
However, Bedwell said there
has been a lot of interest in
lessons, especially for the guitar.
"The lessons at this store will
start in about two or three
weeks," Bedwell said.
Bedwell said Music Zone
works with faculty and the music
education department to supply
materials for their classes.
Music education major, Lindsey Groves, senior from Marion,
ill., said many of music majors
had to travel to Paducah for supplies.
"I think that (the new store) is
a really good idea," Groves said.
"It should have happened a long
time ago."
She said she believes the store
will be successful because Murray is a university town with a
large number of music majors.
Music Zone has also supplied

equipment for concerts such as
B.B. King and Blood, Sweat and
Tears. They will supply equipment for up-coming shows with
Trace Adkins and Diamond Rio
at the Luther F. Carson Four
Rivers Center in Paducah.
Music Zone is the Fender Guitar dealer for the region, which
Bedwell said is a feat in itself.
"Leo Fender is still alive and
(active) with the company," said
Bedwell. "He is selective about
who carries the (Fender) name.
It is a pretty big compliment;
Fender is one of the biggest
names there is (when it comes to
guitars)."
Zack Williams, an employee at
the store, said it is nice to add
variety to Murray music stores.
He said it is good for those who
take pleasure in music to have a
store like this close by.
Said Williams: "(At Music
Zone), we can cater to beginners
who have never played before up
to professionals."

.

Multicultural group expands get-togethers, encourages higher numbers
Winslow Dining Hall provides
common meeting place
Sarah Schardein

about important issues
varying from race to gender
to politics. Sarr noticed the
Eighteen people repre- same people were corning
senting eight countries met to the dinners.
"We were preaching to
in Winslow Dining Hall
Monday for the first Multi- the choir; the people who
cultural Institute dinner of were coming to our meetings were already openthe semester.
This year the Institute is minded," said Sarr.
While
the
students
taking a different approach.
Previous dinners took enjoyed the meals, they felt
place in the homes of Insti- they weren't doing as much
tute members. In order to by just discussing issues.
reach out to Murray State . They needed to show othstudents, the Monday din- ers what it looked like to
ners have been relocated to have an open mind.
"Gandhi said, 'You must
Winslow.
Mam-Yassin Sarr, who be the change that you wish
founded the Institute last to see in the world,"' Sarr
fall in memory of Sandra said.
So in order to include
Ryntt, said they started eatmore
students and work on
. ing dinners in order to talk
Contributing Writer

a larger scale, the Institute
decided to move their dinners to Winslow and invite
the University.
Sarr saw the most segregat,ed area of campus was
the dining hall. She wanted
different groups of people
to get together in a stressfree environment.
"It's not that students
don't want to reach out, it's
that they don't want to be
the flrst to reach out, " she
said.
The Institute also decided
to add an extra day to give
students who couldn't meet
Monday a chance to be a
part of the discussions. The
Institute will also meet for
brunch on Sundays.
Sarr said they chose to
have dinners to bring different cultures together
because of the intimate feel
of the dinner table.

"If people sit together and
share an intimate thing,
such as a meal, then the
family thing is already
there," she said.
The Institute was given
an initial grant of $200 last
fall. Since then, there has
been no additional funding.
The Institute was struggling to provide dinner for
students who didn't have
meal plans. Sarr said it was
easier when they had dinner at individual's homes
because cost was not as
much of an issue since
members of the Institute
made the meal.
Director of Food Services
Bill Benriter said students
who want to participate in
the multicultural dJnners '
will receive a discount on
the meal.
Sarr said the dinners will
be $3.50 instead of $4.50 for

students who do not have a
meal plan.
She will have tickets to
give out before the dinners
begin in front of Winslow.
Students interested in the
discount can come to her
office or meet with her
before the dinner.
Sarr encourages professors to give extra or culture
credit for attending the dinners.
Beverly Karns, freshman
from Evansville, Ind.,
attended her first meeting
Monday and said it went
very well.
Karns hopes to get more
involved in the international community and make
students feel more comfortable. She will also be
attending future meetings.
"I figured if I was an
international student, I
would want someone to talk

to," said Karns. "Even
though there are differences among the students,
we can still talk and have
some things in common."
There will be a total of 13
meetings this semester. The
Institute meets every Monday and Sunday at 11:30 am.
Sarr said the students
interact with people they
would not otherwise meet.
"It is a place where students who have different
ideas and beliefs can get
together without feeling
attacked or blamed," she
said.
Sarr said she has always
been interested in bringing
people together, and it is
the only way to solve various problems.
Said Sarr: ''We can not
solve these things until we
come together as one
human family."

Microsoft• Office OneNote• 2003 helps you
keep It all together. Oass notes. l.ectlxe recordings.
Web research you pulled at 2 a.m. With OneNote
2003 ~ r.evf!r have to stress about where they're at.
It's a note-taking program that gives you ooe pla<e
to take, organize, and find what you need-easily.

1:!~

Micfoeoft'Oftlce

Liil. OneNote 2003

Go to www .thenews.org/onenote
oO 2004 Microsoft Corporation. All rights resf!V.cl. Micr~oft. the Off>ce logo, and OneNott are ttthtr
registered tradema1ks or trademarks of Microsoft CorporabOn In the United States and/or other ,ountrits.
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Sports F..ditor: Nathan Clinkenbeard

Phone: i62~i481

Yankee dynasty Racer volleyball earns 2nd place at UAB Invitational
Chinese players absent because of eligibility questions
quickly coming
to close
DanTepe

Staff Writer

dtepe@thenews.org

Pinstripes.
The word, the look, the team just
makes me sick to my stomach thinking about it. I can't put my fmgcr on
the point of time when the Yankees
went from a respected team to a
bated team, but it happened.
The beloved Babe Ruth, Lou
Gehrig and Mickey Mantle turned
into the scorned George Steinbrenner, Derek Jeter and, well, the entire
team.
How can anybody who doesn't
live in New York
be a Yankees fan?
As commented
by a reader on
• ESPN.com, "it's
like rooting for
the dealer in
blackjack."
I ask people
who claim they
are Yankees fans
Nathan
if they grew up in CUnkenbeard
Sports Editor
New York. They
all say no, and
then I ask why the hell are they Yankees fans.
Today begins the first of the two
biggest series of the baseball season
thus far. Yankees and Red Sox. Yan·
kee Stadium. The House That Ruth
Built. The Curse. Yada yada yada.
I am a Red Sox fan, and no, I did not
grow up in Boston. I am a huge
Nomar Garciaparra fan, and if you
can't be a Yankees fan, you sure as
hell can't be a Cubs fan growing up in
Cincinnati. But Nomar is a different
story.
This season has t>tougl:it a shifting
of the tides in the opposite direction
as the Yankees have done things only
the Red Sox would do.
·T he Yankees were the ones boast·
ing a 10.5 game lead in the AL East
heading into the middle of August,
not the Red Sox. However, the Red
Sox clipped the lead down to as close
to 2.5 games. Boston isn't supposed to
catch the Yankees. If anything the
Yankees catch the Red Sox, a la
Bucky Bleepin' Dent.
Only a Red Sox player would
punch a clubhouse wall, break his
hand and hurt his team's chances of
winning the division or going far into
the playoffs.
Now the two teams have two more
series to decide who takes home the
AL East crown and home field advantage in the playoffs. For any baseball
fan, you have to love it.
The heated rivalry carried through
the winter and has not slowed down
in 2004, as the two are seemingly on
a crash course to facing each other in
the playoffs. The Yankee dynasty is
finished. It has a bunch of old guys in
its lineup who are running on fumes,
it has a first baseman with a mysteri·
ous illness and it has a pitching staff,
wait a minute, it actually bas a pitch·
ing staff?
Steinbrenner ruined the team in the
!80s, and now be is ruining the team
again. With no farm system, a lineup
full of 30-somethings and a rag-tag
group of pitchers, the days of dominating the American League are soon
coming to a close.
RIP New York Yankees, for now.
Until about 2015, when I have to
write this damn article all over again.
Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of "The Murray State News," email at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

After competing in Birming·
ham, Ala., the Murray State
women's
volleyball
team
returned home with a 2-1 record
and a second place finish at the
University of Alabama-Birmingham invitational.
"We did really well at UAB
and we're happy with second
place," Head Coach Dave
Scbwepker said. "The competition was comparable to our con·
ference."
Noticeable absences from the
team were left by the three Chinese players who were not
allowed to play in the tournament because of eligibility concerns.
"Pending some further eligibility information, the girls can't
play," Athletic Director E.W.
Dennison said. "Hopefully they'll
be in the lineup next week."
Schwepker would not comment on the situation.

Despite the absence of players,
the Racers began the tournament
with an opening match victory
against Alabama A&M with
game scores of 33-31, 26·30, 30-21.
30-21
Senior outside hitter Kimberly
Bunnage led the offensive attack
totaling 19 kills in the four game
match and added 17 digs, and
senior setter Casandra Ersel
totaled a match·high 46 assists.
"Our strength in the game was
our communication, and they
took a game from us, so we had
to battle back," Ersel said. "Our
passing, serving and hitting were
all on."
The women began Saturday's
portion of the tournament with a
loss to Stephen F. Austin 30-19,
27-30, 30-19, 30-20.
Despite the loss, the one constant factor was the playing of
Bunnage, who tied for the most
kills in the match with 21.
"We struggled against Stephen
F. Austin because we did not
pass well at vital times of the
match,'' Schwepker said. "They

were a good team though."
The team managed to put the
loss behind it in time to take care
of tournament host UAB in
straight games, 30-27, 30-27, 3025.
Hunt led the offensive surge
finishing with 13 kills. Bunnage
added 11 of her own. Ersel finished with a team-high 37 assists.
"We lost the earlier game so
we knew we had to play hard and
win this one," Bunnage said.
"We worked together well to
rally back from being down 19·4
in one game."
Bunnage and Ersel were each
rewarded for their outstanding
performances in the tournament
by being named to the alHournament team.
"It's an honor to be named to
the all-tournament team," Bunnage said. "I wish some other
tile photo
players had made the team."
The next match is at 7 p.m. · Two players look to pass a ball
Sept. 24 in Racer Arena against as setter Nikld Wong (left)
Morehead State. The game with looks on. Wong is one of three
the Eagles will open up the 2004 Chinese players under investl·
Ohio Valley Conference season. gatlon by the University.

Cross country
competes
at Vanderbilt

Racer scores hat trick,
career record in defeat
Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer

BobHengge

rgrothe@thenews.org

Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

1\t some point throughout

the week, students probably
saw the women of the Murray
State soccer team pumping
their arms as they ran up the
steep hill in front of the Curris
Center.
Those tough daily cardiovascular drills may not have paid
off in a win this week, but the
bard work is preparing the
women to compete in the conference.
"Soccer's a weird sport
offensively, sometimes you
play well and don't find the
net, like Sunday, and some·
times not so well and score
three goals like Friday," Head
Coach Mike Minielli said.
The 2000 NCAA Coach of
the Year for first·year programs described his feelings to
his team after Tuesday's loss
against Louisville, 5-3 at
Cutchin Field.
"On the one side I'm frustrated because we're not getting a win, but on the other I'm
proud that you are playing so
well," Minielli said.
The rapid improvement the
young team is making inspired
the coach to say the Racer
squad is better than any team
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Another sparkle of light on
Tuesday's game was the
accomplishment of senior forward Theresa Reedy, who
established herself as Murray
State's all-time leading scorer.
Three of her shots found the
back of the net Tuesday.
••we knew we could play
with this team," Reedy said.
"I'm really happy with the way
we played. (Louisville) just

Michael Mclaurine/The News

Sophomore forward Katie Cochrane gets pulled off the ball
by LouisviUe's senior defender Jen RomaneUo. The women
go against IPFW and Drake today and Sunday, respectively.

scored on our mistakes."
Last Friday began the Skyhawk Invitational in Martin,
Tenn., where the Racers fell to
Arkansas State. After a 2-1
lead in the second half, the
Racers allowed three unanswered goals and ultimately
lost 4-3.
The women played their second game of the invitational
Sunday against LouisianaMonroe, losing 1-0.
"Sunday was the best defensive play we've ever had,"
Minielli said, including all five
years he has coached at Mur-

ray State in the statement.
He said the ball possession
was phenomenal, and although
the score didn't show it, the
Racer's dominated Sunday.
"Our laundry list of mistakes
is getting smaller every game,"
Minielli said. "If we clean up
some of our mistakes we're
going to win conference.''
The improvement was evident Tuesday as Louisville
paid for its mistakes.
At 7 p.m. today in Fort
Wayne, Ind., the team takes on
IPFW before facing Drake at 11
a.m. Sunday on Cutchin Field.

The cross country season continued last weekend as the depleted men
and women's teams competed at the
Commodore Classic at Vanderbilt
University.
On the men's side, senior Jon Gorey'
fmished the 8-kilometer (5 mile) race
in 30 minutes, 5.9 seconds, 80th over·
all out of 102.
The rules specify there must be five
members on a team for team points to
be awarded, and although both Gorey
and sophomore DeWayne Esson
(41:42.96) finished the race, Murray
State was not able to compete as a
team.
"Jon Gorey is our only legitimate
distance runner," Head Coach Norbert Elliott said. "If we had four guys
to accompany him we would have
been able to compete.''
The women were led by junior
Lindsey Neeley as she finished the 5kilometer (3.1-mile) course with a
time of 21 minutes, 35.94 seconds.
Neeley placed 47th in the 84-runncr
meet to lead all Murray State runners.
Juniors Megan Rainville and Trista
Curtis and senior Tiffany Cowan also
competed for the Racers, each finishing the race with times less than 32
minutes.
Although the women have not been
hit fmancially with the recent budget
cuts, there is still an empty feeling for
them this season"We haven't been hit financially by
the budget cuts, but the men's and
women's cross c9untry and track
teams are so close that losing practically all of your male teammates has
hit the women's team pretty hard,"
Rainville said.
Both teams compete at 10 a.m.
tomorrow in a dual meet against Tennessee State at Murray-Callaway
County Park by the soccer fields.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Friday: ESPN @ 6 p.m.
Major League Baseball
Red Sox at Yankees
Saturday: CBS 5 @ 7 p.m.
College Football
Florida at Tennessee

Sunday: CBS 5 @ noon
National Football League
Colts at Titans
Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
Dolphins at Bengals

Murray State Events
Friday: Soccer @ 7 p.m.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Murray State at IPFW

Saturday: Cross Country@ 10 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Park
Murray State vs. Tennessee State

Saturday: Football @ 1:05 p.m.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Murray State at Indiana State

Sunday: Women's Soccer @ 11 a.m.
Cutchin Field
Drake at Murray State
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ESPN·comes calling with Bracket Buster invite
Games featuring
M issouri, UAB, SIU
highlight schedule
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinlrenbeard@thenl.'Ws.org

With all the difficulties
men's basketball Head
Coach Mick Cronin experienced this summer trying to schedule non-conference games, one call
from ESPN relieved the
conflict.
Although Cronin does
not know what team the
Racers will be playing, he
does kno~ it will play
Feb. 19 in ESPN's Bracket
Buster.
The Bracket Buster is a
one-day event in which
64 NCAA Tournament
hopefuls from the midmajor conferences square
off hoping to boost their
selection chances.
Of the 32 games played,
11 are televised nationally.
Six games will be shown
on ESPN and ESPN2, and
the other five will be
shown on the regional
markets through ESPN
Full Court.
··The whole concept of
the Bracket Buster is
excttmg because it's
going to give 22 teams a
chance to play on national television that usually
don't get the chance,"
Cronin said. "The tournament is supposed to
match up the best teams
with the best teams.
Obviously our goal is to

be one of the televised
games."
Another advantage of
the Bracket Buster is the
Racers get a home-andhome series with their
opponent. With the Racers being a visiting team
in the Bracket Buster,
they will play this year's
opponent at the Regional
Special Events Center the
following season.
An invitation to next
year's Bracket Buster
would equal two guaranteed home non-conference games for the Racers.
"How could you not be
excited about this? This is
a tremendous opportunity to showcase our team
and the university," Ath·
letic Director E.W. Dennison said. "We will get a
tremendous amount of
coverage, plus next year,
we will play at home and
bring a top-caliber team
into the RSEC, giving
something back to our
fans."
The guaranteed nonconference games keeps
Cronin from having to
struggle to fmd teams to
play.
Several Southeastern
Conference teams were
called by the assistant
coaches, but no one was
. sold on the idea of playing Murray State.
The Ohio Valley Con-

file photo

Senior guard Adam Chiles drives past Austin Peay's junior guard Levi
Carmichael In the 2004 Ohio Valley Conference Championship game. The
Racers and Austin Peay will r e present the OVC In ESPN's Bracket Buster.
ference will have at least
Despite landing games give us a chance."
one team playing a major with Missouri and UAB,
The Racers and the
team in the beginning of scheduling is
tough Austin Peay Governors
the season as Tennessee- because the major teams are the lone representaMartin will open up its cannot see anything posi- tives from the OVC that
season with the Duke tive coming out of facing will participate in the
Blue Devils.
Bracket Buster. The
a mid-major team.
The biggest non-con"There are a lot of fac- potential big name midference games the Racers tors that work against you major teams the Racers
will play this season are in scheduling," Cronin could be facing are Cenagainst Missouri and the said. "If you put yourself tral Michigan, College of
University of Alabama- in the position of a Ken- Charleston, Creighton,
Indiana
or East Tennessee State,
tucky,
Birmingham.
Both teams went to the Louisville, what's the Nevada or Tulsa.
No matter who the
NCAA Tournament last advantage of playing
year as U AB made it to Murray State? People say opponent is, Cronin is
the Sweet 16 after upset- 'Well give them a chance.' thanking ESPN for helpting No. 1 seed Kentucky but their job is to build ing him with his schedul'in the second round.
their own program, not to ing.

Rowing team QVercome by strQnger Louisville squad
Step hanie Zeller

now," said Anna Grout, senior
from Union. "We need to work
together."
This is McLean's second season at Murray State, and he is
encouraging the rowers to develop physically through cardiovascular fitness. The frrst practice of
the season was Sept. 7. The team
is striving to be 80 percent of
what it was before summer
break.
"We've been trying to clean up
and re-train our bodies from
over the summer and we have
definitely made some improvements from last year," Grout
said.
The team is working on creating a strong basic stroke to build
its technique and develop more
speed.
With 17 returning varsity
women and 23 novice members,

. Contributing Writer
The Murray State women's
rowing team started its 2004 season with a loss to the University
of Louisville at a scrimmage last
However,
the
Saturday.
women are confident that as
their bodies develop more
strength their performance will
improve.
"(The scrimmage) was an
opportunity for us to sec where
we are," said Head Coach Bill
McLean. "Louisville was a bit
stronger."
McLean said if the Murray
State rowers had focused on
themselves rather than their
opponents, the Cardinals would
not have gotten ahead each time.
''We held our own, but we can't
win with what we're doing right

Christian Martial Arts Association

working together as a team might
be somewhat of a challenge.
However, Grout is not worried.
"I hope (they) challenge the
varsity women to go above and
beyond what we did last year,"
said Grout.
The scrimmage was a 1,500meter course consisting of three
races and three boats per race.
Two were Louisville's boats; an
8-person and a 4-person boat.
Murray State only competed
with an 8-person boat consisting
of the team's strongest varsity
rowers.
The Racers placed second,
behind Louisville's 8-person
boat, in all three races. The aperson team finished 23 seconds
after the Cards in the first race,
20 seconds in the second and 13
seconds behind in the final race.
A novice player, Elizabeth

Davis,
sophomore
from
Louisville, went to support her
crew Saturday at Kenlake.
"Louisville was about three
boat lengths ahead, but Murray
State tried its best to give its
opponents a run for its money,"
said Davis.
The team is preparing for its
next meet, the Head of the Licking, on Sept. 25 which takes place
on the Licking River in Cincinnati.
"We have two weeks of training before that event," said
Grout. "We need to make a lot
more improvements (before
then)."
The Racers next home meet,
the Alumni Sprints, is at 9:30 a.m.
Oct. 9 at Kenlake in Aurora. Fans
can watch the Racers cross the
fuli.sh line from behind the Kenlake Hotel.

Weather impeding
advancement
of deer season
I had a great bowseason last year. I
killed a nice 8-pointer and several
does. I was feeling high on the horse
by the time season ended. My roommates were always talking about my
"primitive stick thrower that brings in
lots of venison."
This year has been a different matter. Perhaps I was a little cocky when
bowseason opened nearly three
weeks ago. Our
food plots were in
place, the stands
were hung and I
had been seeing
q uite a few deer
feeding in the
evenings. I even
made the bold
statement to a
magazine editor,
who came down to
hunt with me, that
"There's so many
Will
deer o n that farm,
Brantley
it's kind of scary." Outdoor columnist
The trouble was,
the deer seemed to know it was
bowseason. The magazine editor sat
patiently in one of my stands swatting
mosquitoes and horseflies for three
hours without seeing a single deer.
I've hunted hard so far this season,
and have, more often than not, seen
zero deer. A small six-pointer ambled
by my stand on opening weekend, but
he wasn't the buck I wanted, and he
wasn't within sure bow-range.
Besides him, the deer I've seen since
opening day of bowseason are those
that run in front of my truck at night.
This is strange because whitetails
are usually predictable during this
time of the year. The deer seen exiting the woods on one trail and entering a field will likely do the same
thing the next day. This is supposed
to make for a slam-dunk ambush situation. But it hasn't for me.
Opinions vary on why the deer are
not moving. For one, it has been hot.
Last year, opening weekend fell during an unusuaHy com snap of weather
and the deer moved quite a bit. I've
been looking forward to hunting on 85
degree days because they have been
the "cool days" so far this season.
We also seem to have a large acorn
crop this year. While the deer doJl't
normally start after the .acorns until a
couple of weeks from now, I have
already seen some signs of deer feeding under a few large white oaks.
Some folks say "They know the hurricanes are coming." I don't remember the last hurricane we had in Kentucky, but by the way the deer are acting, it must have been a rough one.
I'm not ruling out any possibilities.
Whatever the case, there is never a
time to give up when hunting. The
deer will move again, and the weather
has changed every year in the past, so
it'll probably do it again this year.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of "The Murray State News," e-mail
him at wbrantley@thenews.org

Corner of 12th and Popular next to Domino' s

.
SHOTOKAN KARATE · DO
•••••••••••••••••• : M.edicalArts Bldg.
Classes are on Tues. & Thurs. at 6p.m.

Over 50 flavors
to choose froml
1 Large for the price of small with MSU 101

Tuition Fee is $40.00 a month
For,more information call

State Line

Western World, "Inc.

753-3218

WESTERN WEAJI,
TACK. PRO RODliO

EQUIPMFNI', HOMEA

Shopping Cen- v.oo oECoR. nwws
NlJTRI!..\ FEI!O
ter

Patricia Klapper :

Suite 304 East
RN, MSN • 300 S. 8th St.

: 759-4811

10S MAll\ ST~ HWY. 6-t1 S.
HAZ£1., IY. 4J049

-~
Hmilo

/\ ugu.st Moon

~c.s~li-m@CI.COdl

l'l1olx: 270-492-61..

Pax: l70-i9l-6148

Authentic Chinese Cuisine
Its Best
1008 Chestnut S t .
ShoW11D1es en lbo ialernel

www.hollvwood.cam
24 Hour lnfonnation Line

753-3314

MSU STUDENTS
Wl11l VUIISI S1IBT II.
IDMfTTll fUll CHILn liCmPIICI

($4.001

•..aY-l.suY

RENTYOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES

ANY 2 RENTAlS
MONDAY - THRUSDAY
FOR $4.000
(DVD;VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 753-8084

VIdeo !iuper !it:ore
Many of your favorite classics & new releases!

SIDEWALK S41 E
OJ Saturday, September 18 OJ
CD DVDs for sale - Only $7.951 OJ

CD VHS for sale- as low was $2.00!

[JJ

OJ (So/~r P'r1as Good Only tor Doytlme Hours o f SicWwol/c Sol~t) OJ

7 14 N. 12th St.
(jCPemy Shoppilg Ceur)

753·7670

Lunch Buffet:
11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Daily
Dinner Buffet:
Sun.· Thurs.
4-9 p.m.
Fri. - Sat.
4 - 10 p.m.
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Alittle 'R and R' goes long way for Racer football team
"Ryne Salyer knows the
offense
and has been workContributing Writer
ing really hard," St. Louis
said. "He'll just have to
After a weekend of rest
mature quicker than he
and relaxation, Racer footexpected."
ball is ready to take on its
Coming from Paul Blazer
next opponent, Indiana
High School in Ashland,
State University.
Salyer is in his freshman
With a blowout win over
season with the Racers.
Glenville State by 53 points
Junior running back Nick
.and a 52-14 loss to the UniTurner, has had a tremenversity of Connecticut, the
dous impact on the team.
Racers must now decide
Turner tied up the UCoiUl
how to play the rest of the
game with a 3-yard touchseason.
down and then returned a
Following several setHuskies kickoff for a 94backs, the football team is
yard touchdown to once
looking to the Indiana State
again tie the game.
game as a chance to get on a
Although there are key
roll. Head Coach Joe Panplayers on the team, Pannunzio said adversity is the
nunzio attributes the success of the team, not to one
player, but to them all
"There are so many
behind-the-scenes players
for our team," Paru1unzio
said. "You can't just rely on
one or two players."
As the season continues,
the Racers will begin to
back off during practice.
The football team spent the
summer prepar ing their
bodies for the daily grind of
college football, now the
team must rely on that
preparation to carry it
through the season.
At 1:05 p.m. tomorrow in
T erre Haute, Ind., the Racers will take on Indiana
State University. The lildiana State Sycamores lost its
first game to Miami of Ohio
49-0, and returned to defeat
Eastern Illinois 33-30 in
overtime.
photos by Nathan Clinkenbeard/The News
Pannunzio says Indiana
During halftime, defense coordinator Dennis Therrell (right) goes over plays with State is a big game, and the
his first-string defense. Therrell, in his ftrst season as a Racer coach, has been focus must be to play as a
team for the full 60 minutes.
working hard to improve a rush defense that allowed around 180 yards a game.
best thing that could happen to the Racers.
"This is an opportunity to
grow and come together,"
said Pannunzio. "A relationship must have some difficulty. lt's the glue that
keeps the team together."
Zack Knight, freshman
fullback for the team, is out
for the season with a broken
leg. Murray State coaches
predicted after the game
against UConn that Knight
would recover in four to six
weeks.
Another injured player,
junior starting quarterback
Adam Fisher, sprained his
right knee during the game
against Connecticut and is

Brittany Renfro

expected back within the
week. Fisher was 5-of-8 for
78 yards against the
Huskies.
"Fisher brings a certain
chemistry to the team,"
Pannunzio said. "He is a
winner with a bit of arrogance and flare. and the
team works off that."
With Fisher out, the team
looks for someone to step
up to the challenge as a
replacement quarterback.
"The best thing for us
r ight now is for someone
other than Fisher at quarterback," Pannunzio said.
Jimmy St. Louis, junior
tight end, thinks there is a
player for the job.

Sophomore running back Chad 'Tank' Cook drags a
University of Connecticut defender. UConn went on
to defeat the Racers 52-14 in front of 35,000 fans.
"We went to Glenville during Family Weekend,
State and should have won, where the team will take on
and we did. We went to the Tennessee T ech GoldUConn and should have en Eagles.
lost, and we did,'' PannunT he Tech game will mark
zio said. "Now we're play- the beginning of the Ohio
ing a team on our level, and Valley Conference regular
it's time to see what kind of season.
team we really are. In Connecticut, we played hard for
30 minutes, but this week
we need to play hard for
60."
St. Louis said there is an
emphasis on the game since
Murray State football has
never won a game at Indiana State.
For fans following tomorrow's game, live coverage
will be on the Racer Network WFGE. station 103.7
FM.
The next home game for
the Racers is at 6 p.m. Sept.
25 at Roy Stewart Stadium,

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

Won'l interfere with present I'ITlployment.
Good tre;lit. linana~ available. 1~
463·6678
.

SALE

Wolff Tamtng 8cds AffOiti.lble "Conve-

nient. Tan at home. Payments irom
$29/morlth. t rm <'Oior catalog. Ctlltoday
1-800-842 ·1305 www.np.e!>Uin.com

log Holro Auction. Nicholasville_ KY
•SatUida), 5cptlmber 25th. 26 new log
homes JXKkagL>s offered On!! Jb5olute to
hight.~

bidcler! ()(•livery w•th10 1 year.

Package indudt-s ~ub-lloor, logs. windows, c:Joor;, raftLor.o, roofing. PIC. 0.1niel
Boone log t tomes. 1~766-9474 .
hee +room OIR(CTV Sysk:m tncludes
insU~IIation. 4 mo. r ree pr<Jf$r,trnrrung
w/NFL Sund:~y Tickm sub'iocn~tOn . Over
205 channebl l1rnited time ofif'r S&H,
restrictions apply 1-800-208-4617.

Butkling Sale! • Rod Bol!om Pric:es!"
Quick Deltvety. Sell next price incredl!e.
Go direct/ save. 20x26, 25x30, 30X40,
3Sx60, 40xBO, 45x90, 50x100, (J()l(l80.
Others. Pioneer 1o8Q0.668..5422

"MoneY 10 lend" Sidang. wincluw!., patios,

0()('(! homeow~ to clio;pLJy
our prod~. Ea~y credit with low monthlypaymenrs. C'aii1~251.{)84J_

roofs. We

fulltime Jobs. Tr.un in power p~lllt ops.
wekllog. medl.1nics. Great P.ty. Mu~t
lt'loc.ne. H S Grads 17-34 Call M·l 800284-6289

Heavy Equipment Operatoo needed!
lc.1m to operate bulldozers, wdhoes,
l'l«~·Mllors

in 4 WC'!:ksl No exp•~ricnce
Nl'eded! Good P•'Y & bendlb. 1·8&628().,5836

Recn.utmer!V Training Manager· LC."ll
Seeks manager for reavttment cJ c.1nd'"
clJtes focusing on sties' s.1les m.1n.1~
meot. Will be afttVCly inwlwd tn build·
ing p~esses SUJll~ing reauthncnt oi
advertt~ng. news, ctrCUlatiOil pos•llOOS.
Also WOtk directly with ad duroor 1n
improvtng ~1lcs force effccti~
through implementing training program..
S.tlo.•s experience p11"ferred. Send resume
to P.tl Richard~. Advertising Director,
P.O. Box 549, Shelbyville, KY 4()()66..
0549 or email prichardsonOkni.com.

fOE

-----------------for store ev.tlua·

Sl,'('.l\.'(

5~ Nf.lt~l

EDUCATIONAL

tl<lns. Get paid to shop local ~toms, lt'l'lJu·
rants & the.lrers. Tratning provkk•d lleJ<ible hours, EJNil & ree requisal. 1-80()..
585-9042 ext 623 I

Airline a'v'.ech.lnic .. R.lpid traintng for a
high paying c.trcer· AviaUon M.tinteoance. FAA Predtc15 severe short.Jge.
rll\aOCi.ll Aid· Job placement asststanc·e.
(888U49·5387 AIM 61ocations.

Ca'>h p.licl (or owner-fin,mced mor1gages
.uxl tru~1 deeds. Prolesional S(.'I'ViCJ.!, r.l\1
dO!>an~. Cont.ld U!o toll iree 1-86l..S49·
90'Jt , or 502-899·9242 em.Jil chalk.ongelineOaol.com

f.1m your degrt-e- Onltne from home.
Business, p.u.1~JI, computE'f~. network·
ing and lll()(e. finJncial Aid .lV.til.tble. Job
p!Jcement aS!>i~nce and c;omputm provided Call (roe (866)858·2121.

COL·A Oril!el5; Mtntmum 6 months OrR
•reJm rull!. to Wt3t Coast •Late rnxlel
l'CJitiprnt'l'lt •Gn!<lt p.1y miles & fkolielits.

HELP WANTED
Be financially independent, Minl'l(_~
Campa~ needs honest.. dependable per5011 '" db area· Restock RelaiV Corrrner-

cial Accounts with Name Brand snack!
drink produc~. 4-£• houri/ Y.('(•k. Earn
$50,000 (pott•nlt.tll $8,900 irM'Slmenl.

Call Ste\le~x Trucktng. ~ (()f fv\lrf'i 1·
80().253·5148

Comp.1ny t. Owner Oper.Jt~. l'lom:!
("V{'1)' weel-.encll 2500.JOOO miles/ w~.
No touch treighr/ l)rop-N-1 W . Sign-on
Bonus. Bfl , I~C. 1-800-342-2677
\IIWW.6FtiNCcom

Onver: S900-SI, IOO weekly loaded &
F.mpty mile p;.tid, $hart hauls, lbible
home time, qu.lnt>rly bonu;e.., compre-

hcmlve bcneit J>.l< k.lgt>. DedK.:;ued to
el«A.>IIence Dew~«~ to dnvers. IU!quil'f3
C~ COL. EO£. Cal15mith Transpon at
1~5MITH or~ our~ at

~sn~•thtr._·'-~·''~
II'Tl---

Dnver· Ale you louk111g (QI' beoer r,ay or
horne tin~l 53' Van or 48' FIB. CI~A
A.'<!'d. PrePass, ElJ'ass 5tudenls Wek:orm
Aver.Jge 2003 W-2 wage W;tS S4Z·
$50,000. EOE Call Rtlt'lil, "The To~ke
});fnc 11101'(!, Be hoo'JI'• more C1rrier.• 800·
626-4915 ,tpply 0 www.goroehl.ccii'Tl

Drt'o'Cf: COL Drivel. Weekends Home. Up
10 35cpm pi~,~<; bonuses. MOldable benefits. 888-454-2673 ~.con>c;arrier.com
Tr.tn~port.

Teitms .tnd
pay plan. A..k
abotA_our ~tl runs. Owner operator5,
expericnccd
sob, IC.lmS aod
gradua1e $1Ulbt!s. QJII 1-888-MOR[·PAY
Dnver- Covemnl

Sok~ <l-6k out our

lll.'W

mvers,

(1-888.(&67-3729).

Oriwr- Now Pam morel Increase in 1>.1y
p.lckage. ContraCtors & Wll1Jl'U'l)' needed.
rtllbcil- Reli~
· atoo. T<tma. CNe'-theruad. Some . tOrol. Commerd.ll Driver's Lia."'lse r,1ining 1..8QO.n 1·63 18
wv.W.J•ri•Tlfi•tnc.com

Dnver Owner Operators: TRIMAC S1.10
l().)(ft.>d_ 90¢ empty, tolls paid. COUA
wilh "x" ~ 2 ~ tr<JOortrail·
cr. Kenluc!'Y Termin.:tls t-8()0.45(;.3563
(!(X'}m/ftdi.J
Dri~~er- Stgn on bonus plu~ st.1ning up to
39 cpm. Home """'Ckly, drive horne
~gncd trod<:. full lx.>rdrts, 6 mJl\lhs
experk!nce ~ired 800-441-4271 ext.
ET135

Driven;: 0 I· Rt'gtOfl<tl 1\lllS avo~il..tble for
conlp.my c.hver.> & uwrv."'' operatoo in the
ll1ldwest & northeast. Also hiring OTR.
Coowny- 00s- SoJo,. Teams. I~
Cfl ORIVf. ~.cfoclrive.com

Drivers/ ll.ubecl· Get yoor name on the
list 10 dtiv1ng po!>ition~ open NOW.

I lome wceken(ls. BC1!!>. 2 years flatbed
experience. Buddy MIXJtC Trudung. 866-

704-1598
Urivt'rs: Mu!>l be Owner Oper.ttors. No

touch freight. Up to S0.881S 1.00 mile. No
forced disp.)tch. Home weeltends, older
lruds welcomed T& T Dedialled C,arri.
oo, Inc., louesville, KY 1-80()..511-0082
Dri~ Stan up to 36 qii'Tl. 37 cpm in 2
mos; new equip, benefits, lease-pore h
avail O.O's avg S1+ per mile; paid pla!e$.
rees & OtSCOUr~S. Qass...A. & 3 mos exp.
req. [0£. 1-877-452-5627

Ori~

HEALTH
Call 762-4478 and learn how you c.1n
re.lCh srudeniS every Friday.
Family Health Que w/ Prescriplion Plant
$69.95/roo: Best netwOrk, exrellenl CJJVerage. No hmitations. include$ defut

MISC.

Teams, we've go« miles! Earn

41 ¢/mile. No NYC. JlolY on delivery and

guararueed homel.ime. USA Truck 800237-4642
I~Heanl.rd'sGIUINMLES Pro-

gram! f.SQ!niile C'umpany ~
S1.045.mle Owner Qpetator> u~
denied.~ Unmatchec:L. Ulli'Miakably the
Best Pay in the i'dusbyl l.:aoo.Ml-4953

-·
~
Nero Jobl CRST No experience? No pru1>.
lem! No credit check. No monthly pay·
ment5. trmtediate berll.flt pac.kage! Now
hinng in your area. 1-877-443~289

Star Trai'ISpOit needs llleliJlel ienad dri~. Home rrost weekenc:k,

viSion, pre-ex~ing cond. OKI 0111 WCS
• 1-800-288-9214 ext.2332 Start-up fee
required.

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

Place your
message 1n
The Murray
State News

classifieds for

SSCASHSS Cash now for srructured set·
tlemrots, annutbes, and insurance payout§. (800)794·7310 JG. Wentworth ... JG
Wenlworth me.11"6 cash now fOt' s1nr..
tull'dsen~

C'.a5h for structull'd settlcmcncl Annuity
payments. lr's your money! Get c.1sh now
when yoo need It l'l'l06tl Olcbt/Best in the
business. Settlement Purchasers. 1-877..
MONEY-ME

Pelelbelt

trucks, !!h.tll'd tuition. food and lodging
provided. 1-8()0.455-4682

PER WORD!

Slatting pay up 10 37( a mile! New ~rp.
rnert. New fuel bau;. High Pa}a.c. ~

hauV Regional. CLm •.-,• OX. 1-year Ol'R

Now Accepting
Applications for

TRAVEL
8()().74.5-9670, ~~.CXli'Tl

" #1 Spring Bre~k Website! Lowat
prices pr~nteed. Free me~ls ~nd free
drinks. Book 11 peoplr, set 121h trip
free! Group ditcount• for 6+
w-.SpringBre~kOitcounts.com or
800-8)8.8202.

Business Manager

Ad Production
Manager

--------~

PanamJ Oty Be.lch. Sanc~-Beacon
Beach Resort. Frcm S39 (1~2p or amve
Su!VMon. -Free Nishi. 1'13trictionsl Pools,
rivet' rlde, J::~bar. 8CXJ..488.8828
www.sa~.com

If interested stop by
11 1 Wilson Hall or
call762-4478.

111 Wilson Hall

classifieds must be
paid before they run

Your advert~$!~ dolla., go f.vther when
yoo acM!nise in The Murray Slilte Nf'WS.

Murray First Christian Church
Disciples of Christ
Welcomes MSU Students to
Experience & Share Christ Through
Love & Service.
Worship A ctivities
• Sunday School - 9 a.m.
• Sunday Morning Worship Service - 10:15 a.m.
• Wednesday Night Fellowship Meals- 5:45 p.m.
(first and third Wednesday of each month)
Located across from Murray City Hall.

111 North 5th Street
270-753-3824
www.fccmurra com

~BURT'S BEES
Hello Ki!!:t,
Come- tU 1ara-t
cl Hello Kitty in the l&a&el

0

~ Beanie Babies t Moref
0RCLE @CAND~ES
404 Main St. Court Square
'102 Main St. Court Square
753·7222

